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ETA (Electrical Technical Association) is a student’s association started, run 

and maintained by students aiming at honing their inter- and intra-personal skills. 

It was started during the academic year 1997-98 and was the first of its kind. 

The Electrical Technical Association holds the responsibility in enhancing 

technical knowledge in the field of Electrical Engineering, boosting the confidence 

levels of students, and inculcating morals and ethical values for wholesome 

development of oneself. This year, an overall of 24 events were conducted. A total 

of 1252 students had participated and 110 students bagged prizes. 

 

    

Fig.: Students actively participating in technical events 

All the organized events helped to instill Communications skills, Analytical 

skills and Team Leader ship skills among the students. In turn it helped organizers 

in improving their organizing and Leader ship skills. These events are conducted 

every year as a regular practice. 



 
 

Technical Activities like Talk on innovations, Poster presentation, Coder 

challenges, Technical quiz, Technical paper presentation, Mock Interviews and 

extracurricular events like singing competition, General quiz, Pencil sketch, Debate, 

Spell bee, Toggle, Hobby highlights, Awareness on yoga and hygiene for girls, 

Rangoli, were conducted to open students mind to new interests and views.  

  

Fig: Students taking active part in extra-curricular events 

“It is the health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver”. ETA helps 

student gain and improves their physical capabilities along with strengthening their 

intellectual capabilities. Sports events like Throw ball, Kho-Kho, Cricket, Volley ball 

and chess tournament were conducted which earned a good response from 

students.  

   Fig: Students competing in ETA sports 

This year, an “Add-on course on aurdino” was conducted. This program was 

conducted to enhance thinking and analytic skills of our students. It also helps to 

make interactive objects quickly and easily for their engineering projects. Another 



 
 

new program “Awareness on yoga and hygiene for girls” was also conducted 

exclusively for girl students this year. Yoga helps children and teens navigate life in 

a positive and healthy manner by imparting the capability of dealing anxiety, stress 

and depression. 

ETA valedictory is conducted every year to share their views regarding Electrical 

Technical Association. Students are honored with prizes to boost their self-esteem. 

With the collective effort of the Head of the Department, Faculty Advisors, 

faculty members, Non-Teaching staff and student ETA Team, ETA of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineering Department have successfully accomplished conducting the 

events. 

 

 


